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Supporting your grain 
for over 40 years.

ALL SIZE 
PERFORATED 
FLOORING
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Perforation Sizes 
In the areas where canola or other 
small seed crops are part of the 
rotation, the .050 is the most popular 
aeration floor for flat bottom bins. The 
.050 flooring has 15.69% open area.

The .094 floor is the perfect choice for 
cooling and drying corn, sunflowers, 
and other large seed crops. With 
16.75% more open area, the .094 can 
blow a lot of hot air for a small price.

Syntiro Support

.050

.094

A STRONGER FLOOR WITH ONE OF THE BEST DRYING SYSTEMS

The Syntiro support system is the latest in aeration floor supports. 
The quick connections and long spans mean a fast and easy install. 
Engineered to aid in efficient airflow, the Syntiro system uses half the 
typical number of support rows. Even with fewer supports, ALL SIZE 
floors can handle much more load than similar supports. After installing, 
the flooring simply lays flat on the support without having to snap in, 
allowing faster install. Supports are 11 5/8" tall allowing for auger tunnels.

Finish It Off
The 20" ALL SIZE ribbed 
flashing is spliced for smaller 
diameter bins and non-spliced 
for larger bins. The perforated 
ribs allow consistent airflow as 
well as superior strength when 
a bin sweep is used.

The"T" track flashing bridges 
the gap between your ALL 
SIZE floor and any flat 
surface like auger clean-outs, 
tunnels, and pits.

Syntiro's locking feature 
allows the supports to be 
quickly connected and 
provides strength and support 
without movement.

When overlapping supports, our spring steel clips keep the 
supports together. Their easy clip-on style will not pop off 
durring installation because of the jagged teeth that grip 
the metal for a secure lock.

Chief is the exclusive distributor of ALL SIZE Perforated Flooring. 
Paired with Chief Bins and Caldwell Fans, you get a system that 
installs quick and will maintain your for grain for many years to come. 

Shallower corrugations in our floors allows for easier bin clean-out. 
Bin sweeps are able to clean the floor more completely than other 
floors. Other floors' deeper corrugations causes sweeping out your 
bin to be much more difficult. Grain is constantly being trapped in the 
floor and pushed down, which means more sweeping time for you.          
ALL SIZE flooring makes it quick and simple.
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